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When Kawachi and Kuhrami, the first boy and girl in the world were married, they went to fish in a  stream. They caught a 

turu fish and as they were cutting it up, a voice from inside its belly said, 'Cut me open carefully'. Inside, the children found 

the Sun and the Moon. For a time they kept them in their house. Then they had them married and asked them to go and 

live in the sky, for there was no room for them and their babies in their little leaf‐house. The Sun and Moon did as they were 

bidden and the sky is now full of  their children.  

 

 

[Elwin, Verrier. Myths of  middle India. (1950). p.47.] 

 

 

The Sun and Moon, which are an imperative part of  the indigenous mythology of  the region Rajkumar 

hails from, reappear as prominent symbols in his paintings and stand as witnesses to the events as they 

unfold. We see the daily life activities in the small town, observe artist painting and paying homage to 

nature, see people playing, take note of  covid warriors at work during the pandemic times; and we go on 

to witness the stillness of  the pandemic period, visit a dam site, and experience the earth as Rajkumar 

maps it - all in the presence of  the Sun and Moon.  

 

This diary features Rajkumar’s paintings and his elaborate notes in Hindi with English translations with 

an aim to open up insights into the creation of  these paintings through the artist’s words and images. 
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[During the covid Corona lockdown, village people, farmers still have to go out to tend to their animals, farms and fields. 

They need to go out to take their cattle for grazing and tethering them beyond their fields. This farmer has an umbrella in 

hand and is taking his bulls for grazing, the other farmer has a basket and a spade in hand going to work in his fields; after 

the lockdown has opened up this person is going to the office for work. A girl is carrying her school bag and is going to 

study online. This place has rocks, trees and plants, rabbits and birds. There is still some greenery left, we need to save it. 

It is also our responsibility to make sure to have more green cover and plant trees and plants.]  
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[Sudanibai and myself, we are paying homage to nature.  In a bowl made of  leaves, we have placed flowers and a bit of  

rice, in a terracotta plate we have lit a Dhoop that's curling smoke, and a small plate with water in it. We are sitting under 

a Doomer tree and other trees; the Sun, the Moon and clouds are visible. In our fields we have dug small pits that hold 

water during the monsoons so that plants and trees can grow as water will percolate down and land will hold more 

water.]    
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[The structure with khambhas is the Pilla Gudi. It looks squarish. My home is also shown in this picture, along with 

other houses. For the last 24-25 years, I have been organizing small sports festivals. The Matki-phode festival (breaking 

the pot that is hung at a height) is shown on the left where someone is at it. Someone is bouncing red balls; children 

are busy with drawings of  flowers and plants; behind them is Gulen Nishanbaz game in which balls are thrown on three 

bottles from a distance. Small kids are participating in a running game; In the front part of  Pilla Gudi someone is 

marking lines for playing Kabbadi. There are trees and plants around the houses. If  we engage in physical activities, we 

can maintain our level of  health.]   
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[During the lockdown I am sitting outside my home under the shade of  trees and plants while working at drawing and 

paintings.  A lot of  birds are around singing melodiously. I have a radio in front of  me to listen to the world news and 

about the news of  Coronavirus. A garden lizard joins me to listen to the news! There is a Sarai tree in front (Shorea 

robusta) with its blooms coming into seeds, news on television is percolating; the world atmosphere has cleared up due to 

the lockdown. I can clearly see the distant mountains, the blue sky and the clean river. There is news of  Tigers, wild deer 

roaming the streets of  cities; I am inspired and my painting is reflecting some of  it. We should not play with our 

environment, rather we should take care of  it.]   
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[Because of  the Corona pandemic, many governments of  the countries in the world have declared a lockdown, I have 

heard this on the news channel. In this painting I have shown the world globe as a star; there are different countries; 

during the lockdown, all the technology-driven machinery has come to a halt, all cars planes etc. have stopped. 

Because of  this, the environment has become pure. In this painting, the truck, bus, cars, rail etc have come to a halt. 

Wild deer, peacocks, birds are roaming. Nature and environment are happy, they are full of  colour and greenery and 

looking beautiful. We should keep our environment clean and pollution-free.] 
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[This is the world map in a Globe form. I have shown the Sun and the Moon on top, and the oceans at the bottom. The Sun 

and the Moon are on top because they are considered great. On one side is the ship and the other side airplanes. These are 

means of  travelling and a lot of  people travel all over the world. In a way these are means of  travelling, on the other hand in 

these times, because of  people travelling, Corona virus is spreading. I have shown the world on fire at the edges as in each 

country there are problems. We should try and keep our environment clean and pure.]  
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[Depicted in this painting is the Rabo Dam at Raigad District in Chhattisgarh. It is one of  the major dams in the 

district. Because of  the construction of  this dam a lot of  farmers who were cultivating their lands for generations, 

their lands got submerged under the waters, they lost their cattle and their means of  livelihood got destroyed. Their 

homes also went under the water. On both sides of  the dam are the trees and forests. A lot of  tourists and other 

visitors come to see this dam. They click photos and enjoy the view of  the dam with flowing water. We in the world 

need to rethink the damages of  constructing large dams, instead, we should think about constructing smaller dams 

so that there isn’t much damage to the environment and the people.]    
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[During this terrible Corona pandemic very many people have succumbed to this disease. During the lockdown, people were 

required to stay at home, while Doctors and Nurses and other professionals, risking their own lives, were required to look 

after the one’s who got sick. In this painting I have shown Doctors and Nurses tending to the sick, workers cleaning up the 

central spaces; Some people who are simply out for no reason in their cars and horse buggies are being questioned for being 

out unnecessarily. The Police is helping people who are stuck in lockdowns by reaching them food and other essentials. 

Workers and volunteers are fumigating places and distributing soap and sanitizers. In this age of  Corona and looking to the 

enormity of  the problems, every morning when I pray, I pray for the wellbeing of  everyone and for the eradication of  

Corona. Everyone should eat well, should live cleanly and keep their environment clean and unpolluted.] 
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[This is about the changing tradition and culture of  the common people. Now the common people can also take 

pride in themselves and express their opinions. On one side of  this painting, this man is sitting on a chair sharing his 

ideas about the changing traditions and culture. The woman in the group is raising a query. Near a tree, a person is 

submitting an application to an officer. Nearby on a tree, a bird is visible. We should experience life in all its various 

forms and gather some wisdom.]  
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